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Labour Studies 308

Section: D100
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Discussion Topics: Labour movements in Canada and elsewhere are on the defensive. Their 
weakness is often explained by technological changes, notably the shift from manufacturing to 
so-called knowledge societies, and globalization, i.e. relocations of work from one place to 
another. This course first takes a look at the current state of Canadian labour. It then puts 
recent changes of the organization and location of work into a long-term perspective of 
capitalist development and recurrent waves of labour unrest. This part of the course shows 
that world politics, along with technology and location, is a third key factor that either 
impedes or furthers labour movements. The next part of the course puts Canadian labour into 
the perspective of todays global labour market. It looks at different segments of the labour 
market, and the corresponding occupations in actual labour processes, in rich and poor 
countries. The last part of the course explores possibilities for labour revitalization. 
Different theoretical approaches, notably historical sociology and political economy, are 
introduced to guide analyses and discussion of respective parts of the course.

Course Format:
This is a seminar course. You have to read materials before the class to participate in 
seminar discussions successfully. Classroom participation is worth 25% of your final grade. 
At the first course meeting everyone of you will be assigned as chair for one of the 
following course meetings. This leadership role enters the participation mark. The course 
also comprises a role play, in which participants try to organize sweat-shop workers. This 
role play applies scientific knowledge about the changing landscape of work to the practice 
of labour organizing.

Course Objectives:
After taking this course, you should be able to:
-\x09sketch out the current state of the Canadian labour movement,
-\x09understand the relations between changes in technology, location, and world politics on 
the one hand and rise and fall of labour movements on the other hand,
-\x09explain the divisions between workers in terms of skill, race, and gender,
-\x09participate in and lead discussions about the possibilities of labour revitalization 
today in a self-confident way.

Grading: Participation \x09\x09\x09\x09\x09\x09\x0925%
Written Assignment #1: Book review on the Camfield book\x09\x09\x0920%
Written Assignment #2: E-mail interview (based on the Silver book) \x0925%
Written Assignment #3: Essay (based on the Yates book)\x09\x09\x0930%

Grading and Academic Honesty:
All assignments in this course must be completed for a final grade to be assigned. The Morgan 
Centre for Labour Studies  follows SFU policy in relation to grading practices, grade appeals 
(Policy T 20.01) and academic honesty and misconduct procedures (S10.01-S10.04).  It is the 
responsibility of students to inform themselves of the content of these policies available on 
the SFU website: http://www.sfu.ca/policies/teaching/index.htm

Required Texts: Camfield, David (2011): Canadian Labour in Crisis  Reinventing the Workers 
Movement. Halifax & Winnipeg: Fernwood Press.
Silver, Beverly J. (2003): Forces of Labour  Workers Movements and Globalization since 1870. 



The Labour Process: Work and Technological Change

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Yates, Michael D. (2003): Naming the System  Inequality and Work in the Global Economy. New 
York: Monthly Review Press.

Movie
24 Days in Brooks, movie about union organizing in a meatpacking plant in Brooks, Alberta
http://www.onf-nfb.gc.ca/eng/collection/film/?id=54039#nav-resume 

Recommended Texts: None

Materials/Supplies: None

Prerequisite/Corequisite: 

Notes: None

This outline is derived from a course outline repository database that was maintained by SFU 
Student Services and the University’s IT Services Department. The database was retired in 
2014 and the data migrated to SFU Archives in 2015.


